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ABSTRACT: During the past decade, cold plasma sources have gained much attention regarding 
-

sources operating at atmospheric pressure. The preferred plasma device to this point has been 
dielectric barrier discharges. In this work, we present well-known surface-wave–sustained micro-
wave discharge operating at 2.45 GHz. This atmospheric pressure plasma torch can sustain low 

wall thickness, and dielectric permittivity) vary temperature and length of discharge. The purpose 
of this work is to precisely determine the working conditions at which this plasma source can be 
used in direct contact with biological objects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the past decade, interest in nonthermal atmospheric plasma–related technologies 
-

sponses by generating reactive oxygen and reactive nitrogen species that make them 
suitable for an assortment of biological applications including wound healing, bacte-
rial decontamination, and programmed cell death.1–3 A large variety of new designs 
are based on either planar dielectric barrier discharges or high-frequency plasma jets. 

-
curs in the postdischarge zone. This means that only long-living active species can 
reach the treated area4–11

used in these devices as the working gas, which increases operational costs. A recently 
developed surface-wave plasma source sustained by a traveling electromagnetic wave 
allows direct contact with the active portion of the discharge, allowing short-living 
species to directly interact with the treated surface. The plasma in this case is part of 
the waveguide structure that includes a microwave generator coupled to a surfatron 
device.12–15
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resonator by the traveling electromagnetic wave that propagates along the plasma– 
dielectric (quartz tube or surrounding air) boundary. The resulting plasma torch can be 

In this case, the plasma column is axially inhomogeneous because of dissipation in 
the electromagnetic wave. Electrons absorb the wave energy, resulting in excitation 
and ionization of neutral atoms and ions, therefore reducing the wave power along the 
plasma torch. As the part of a waveguide structure, the geometry of the quartz tube is 
important for wave propagation and energy dissipation.16 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experimental setup scheme is presented in Fig. 1. The solid-state microwave gener-
-

axial cable to the commercial electromagnetic surface-wave resonator (Sairem surfatron 
80). Argon discharge was created inside several quartz tubes (with real dielectric permit-
tivity r = 3.2541 and imaginary i = 0.0062), with an inner diameter of 2 mm and outer 

FIG. 1:
(4) coaxial cable; (5)  surfatron; (6) antenna; (7) plasma torch; (8) xyz movable optical line, com-
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quartz lens (diameter 25 mm; focal length 35 mm) focused light that was emitted 
from the discharge to a multimode optical cable connected to a spectrometer (Triax 

-
tional temperature was calculated using a Boltzmann plot technique with the lowest 
rotational levels.17 -
ister Ar* spectra and calculate argon excitation temperature using integral intensi-
ties of the following argon lines: 603.21, 667.73, 675.28, 687.13, and 714.70 nm. 

18

-
crowave power.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electron excitation temperatures calculated from argon lines are shown in Fig. 2 for all 
-

ity is clearly visible and nearly independent of conditions. Temperature decrease is a re-
sult of electromagnetic wave attenuation along the discharge (wave energy is consumed 
by the plasma), and plasma torch length rises with applied power. Additional details of 

19 Excitation temperature depends on applied 

The calculated rotational temperatures using a Boltzmann plot technique (pre-
sented in Fig. 3) depend on tube dimensions and microwave power. Similar to the 
electron excitation temperature, rotational temperature decreases along the plasma 
column for all investigated experimental conditions and increases with applied power 
(see Fig. 3[a]–[c]). Although temperature decrease along the plasma torch is nearly 

imaging to verify this hypothesis. In contrast to electron excitation temperature, ro-
tational temperature at the plasma torch tip increases with applied power. Thus, this 
limits applicability for surface treatment of very sensitive materials such as tissue at 
higher applied powers.

The electromagnetic wave propagates along the plasma–dielectric border, energy 
should be absorbed by the dielectric. One can assume that tube-wall thickness could in-

energy absorption by the dielectric for the same microwave power. Variation in wall 
thickness may lead to variations in rotational, electron excitation, and gas temperature 
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FIG. 2:
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FIG. 3: -
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thickness on the investigated plasma parameters is negligible in the given experimental 
conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

-

its applicability for biomedical applications. Both plasma parameters decrease along the 
plasma column and do not depend on thickness of the quartz tube for the given experi-
mental conditions. Future experiments investigating the role of the inner radius will be 
conducted to optimize discharge.
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